Mass. State Gridders Down City Eleven, 59-0

By Herb Than, Sports Editor

A hard driving Massachusetts State eleven led by fullback Dick Lee, downed City College Saturday 59-0, before blasting away at the failure of the students to take part in educational and social activities.

Economic instructor, watched the game directed by David Zangara's Passer Click.

With Mary Felts and Tony Zangara's passes, City took to the air. The game was won on the left wing by Frank Keough and completed by Zangara. In the middle of the course, all gasoline, scored a point in the second half.

In the last quarter the States scored four times, highlighted by a beautiful 86 yard dash by Tony Zangara, who intercepted a St. Peter's pass in the end zone. The States' tackle aggressive in the field, and the ninth floor lounges, the committee intends to surpass its success in previous semesters.

Steady streams of students using the cafeterias have taxed the coffee facilities to the limit, and the time for maintaining cleanliness more difficult. The committee hopes that students would cooperate by depositing all garbage in the trash receptacles in the main building.

A campaign launched recently by the Clean-Up Committee of Student Council, aiming to improve the conditions of the lounges, has been well received. The committee plans to continue its efforts to improve the cleanliness of the lounges and the cafeterias, with the hope of creating a more pleasant environment for students.

Club Council Sets Schedule

Embodied by Student Council to act as a clearing house to consider the student and institutional needs of students, the Club Council has announced its schedule for the semester.

With only AVC, the A.V.C., and Student Council at the center of the council meeting on Monday, the council is expected to seek solutions to problems and matters of concern to the students.

The council is also expected to discuss the possibility of expanding the activities of the club, and to consider the possibility of forming new clubs or merging existing ones.

SC Sporsors School-Wide Cleanup

Overcrowded conditions in the building this semester have necessitated a cleanup recently by the Clean-Up Committee of the Student Council. In order to improve the conditions, the committee has scheduled several cleanup sessions throughout the semester.

The clean-up committee intends to emphasize the need for greater cleanliness through the use of eye-catching posters placed on the walls, in the hallways, and in the offices. The students are encouraged to participate in the cleanup efforts and to maintain the cleanliness of the building.

Student Leaders Discuss SC Constitution Revisions

Blasting away at the failure of the students to take part in educational and social activities within the college community, student leaders debated the necessity for revising the Student Council constitution at the regular open SC meeting. The aim of the discussion was to present a list of action to the members of the Charter Committee who are attempting to expand the SC's coverage.

Publicity Students Aid National Cancer Drive

Confronted with the problem of applying classroom knowledge to practical experience, the Student Council of Day Session have combined to plan the publicity campaign for Fight Cancer in Children, Inc. and its benefit performance on December 7.

AVC Features "She' at Dance

A gain dance to be presented in Manhattan on Saturday at 8:30 will highlight a term-long series of the activities of the American College Union. The students will take place at the Campus Queen Ballroom, the only word in the world entirely music and information.

The program will consist of numerous programs as featured at the AVC, including "She" and "A Place in the Sun." The winning participants will be hand-picked from the pool of hopefuls.

PET to House Theatrom Rally

Once again, the Ticker will be the arena for the annual student rally., which will consist of numerous programs as featured at the AVC, including "She" and "A Place in the Sun." The winning participants will be hand-picked from the pool of hopefuls.
Letter to the Editor

From: Ralph Oster

To: The Ticker

Subject: Lacrosse Team's Victory

Dear Editor,

I am writing to congratulate our lacrosse team on their recent victory. It is a testament to their hard work and dedication.

Sincerely,
Ralph Oster

---

Lex Photograph Deadline Friday

Lex Photograph Deadline Friday '47 Meets Thurs.

With the Friday deadline drawing near, we urge all students who have not submitted their photographs to do so immediately. The deadline is looming, and we do not want to be caught short. Please submit your photographs to Mr. Smith in the photography department.

Sincerely,
Lex Photograph

---

The Beaver Sportlight

Discal Football Season Ends Saturday

By Herb Thau

It is coming to an end. The clusters on the football team mark the beginning of the end. The season has ended, but the memories will last a lifetime. It has been a fantastic season, and we are all grateful for the opportunity to have been a part of it.

Sincerely,
Herb Thau

---

Beavers End Season Saturday; Face East Stroudsburg Eleven

By Monte Adamson

With two defeats to Bloomsburg College and Pennsylvania State following close upon the heels of their initial victory over the University of Pennsylvania, the Beaver football team awaits their next opponents, the East Stroudsburg Eleven.

The Beaver football team, who have scored 22 out of 24 points against their opponents, will be in action next Saturday. The East Stroudsburg Eleven, who have scored 18 out of 24 points, will be on the road against the Beaver football team.

Sincerely,
Monte Adamson

---

Quiquet Ready For Opening Game; Starters Lock Necessary Height

By Bill H. Johnson

On Thursday night, the Beaver football team will open their season against the Eastern State University. The team is well-prepared and ready to take on their opponents.

Sincerely,
Bill H. Johnson

---

Harriers Down B'klyn, 17-38

By Harvey Wall

On Thursday night, the Harriers fell to B'klyn in a close match. The Harriers fought hard, but unfortunately, they were unable to overcome their opponents.

Sincerely,
Harvey Wall

---

Jinotype...

Jinotype's latest date is on the third floor of the Student Center. The machine is available for public use.

Sincerely,
Jinotype

---

plans for the Future

Student Council has taken the task of revising its charter and by-laws. Its purpose is to define the purposes and duties of the council members, and to ensure that they fulfill their responsibilities.

Sincerely,
Student Council
Cherne Views
Poll Outcome

Prospects for economic "boom or bust" were discussed by Leo Cherne, Executive Secretary of the Research Institute of America, at an informal seminar conducted Thursday by the Economics Club. Special emphasis was laid on the implications of the Republican victories in the national election.

While no prediction can be made as to recession or prosperity for 1947, Mr. Cherne pointed to the various factors in the economy which can, if not hindered, make for the continued high level of employment and income in the United States. Maintenance of full production is the key, he stated.

Commenting on the election, Mr. Cherne felt that the Republicans would not legislate on social matters because they will attempt to "make a play for the labor vote in the '48 elections."

Unity Committee
Combats Quotas

Adding a new voice to the steadily rising clamor against discrimination, the presently inactive Intercollegiate Committee to Combat Quotas has been reorganized as the Intercollegiate Committee for Unity.

The Committee is operating on the belief that the entrance quotas employed by many colleges and universities are not only unfair, but also deprive the community of their benefits to be gained by further education of those youths who are fitted to become leaders of the future.

The newly-formed organization's major objective will be the elimination of the various quota systems. The group will actively support the Austin-Mahoney Bill exempting colleges using the quota system from the tax-free privileges now accorded to them.

The first meeting will be held at 212 West 50th Street in the office of the NY State Committee Against Discrimination in Education, Sunday at 2:30. All members of the defunct Anti-Ribb Committee and anyone else who is interested in being an active member are urged to attend.

ICC Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)

of a pageant in the Pauline Edwards Theatre, publication of a centennial magazine and a dance. Plans for these events will be stalled until the full support of student organizations is obtained.

Aside from its function of coordinating centennial arrangements, Inter-club Council is empowered to harmonize various club enterprises which have overlapped in the past. The council will reshuffle extra-curricular dates so as to prevent any conflict of affairs. This measure is designed to focus the interest of the student body on major presentations.

At its first meeting, a committee was appointed to notify all school clubs as to scheduled dates of future major events. Pamphlets will be distributed requesting student organizations to formulate plans for next term's activities.

Registrar Posts
X-Mas Vacation

Announcement that the Christmas vacation for downtown City is slated for Dec. 26 to Jan. 1 inclusive, was made by Miss Agnes C. Mulligan, registrar. Regular classes will be held Dec. 28.

The uptown schedule this term lists the holiday times for Dec. 22-27 with classes slated Dec. 28, 29 and 30.
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